
BEND IT LIKE ERIK

You’ve never seen a dough hook bend like this 
before. These hand-made tools are made with 
attention to detail and professional pride by Erik, 
a veteran blacksmith. Seven unique bends are 
made on a single solid stainless steel rod to create 
the world’s most effective dough hook. Dough 
is kneaded and pushed down into the bowl so it 
doesn’t “climb” the tool. Double pins are added 
to the hook rather than the planetary bayonet for 
reinforcement and easier, more cost-effective tool 
replacement.
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WHIP IT REAL GOOD

Our handcrafted wire whip attachments deliver outstanding results in record 
time. Hand-bent wires interlace for a tight fit, improving durability of the tool and 
quality of the mix. Smaller gaps between wires cut down on product getting stuck, 
which helps more of the ingredients incorporate properly. The KODIAK wire whip 
is desgined with offset wire geometry, which is creates the perfect space between 
the whip and the bowl. This allows the whip to gain higher turbulence. Each wire 
is attached to a solid center joint to achieve a stronger construction. For heavier 
batches, Varimixer offers a heavy-duty whip, a reinforced whip and a wing whip.
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Hand-made tools and innovative mixing



CAN’T BE BEAT

The Varimixer flat beater isn’t really a flat beater at all. Rather than having 
rounded bars connect inside the beater frame, we’ve engineered the twisted 
blades to provide a better, more thorough mix in less time. Ingredients are 
churned downward and inward while circulated around the perimeter of the 
bowl. More directional movement mixes more completely in less time.

BEYOND THE STANDARD
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The bowl scraper is a great addition to a mixer, 
helping re-incorporate batter into the mix for 
consistently high quality and less waste. No 
unmixed ingredients are left at the bottom of the 
bowl, and results are guaranteed every batch. 

Varimixer offers a powder mixer attachment for 
uniform ingredient incorporation of dry powder mixes. 
Great for combining spices, cake mixes, freeze-dried 
hiking food and much more.

There’s more to Varimixer accessories than the standard attachments. 
Tool storage is made simple with the wall-mounted attachment rack, 
available in two sizes for 10-40 qt. or 60-150 qt. mixers.

Blue nylon for high visibility

Add-on tools and accessories


